AN URGENT MESSAGE
FOR MODERN MAN
~2019~

NOTICE: URGENT!
This document can be found on the blog https://NoATT.blog where cited links are active.

I’m hoping you’ll see this as the most important thing you’ve ever read in your life, considering the
content and timing. It certainly seems to be the most important thing I’ve ever written. Several scenarios
cover local issues in Austin, TX that should concern you as I’m certain similar insanity is happening
elsewhere! I suggest you grab a highlighter, turn off your phone, and maybe order lunch.
BE AWARE, WHAT I SEE COMING GIVES NO CARE
ABOUT POLITICAL PARTY, RACE, COLOR, GENDER,
RELIGION OR FINANCIAL STATUS.
So, I got pulled into the awareness of what I’m about to share when I upgraded my iPhone 4 to a 5C
in Aug/Sept of 2016. A few days later I noticed that my hands were aching when I held/used the phone
so I bought a case that reportedly reduces any harmful emissions, but my hands would still ache, just to
a lesser degree. I spent less time with it in my hands hoping my body would calm down by doing so but
a few weeks later I touched the screen and a pain shot up my arm that felt like a blood pressure cuff was
on too tight. It stayed that way for two hours before it began to subside. Over the next few days I
developed a hyper sensitivity to everything electrical in my world. This venture forced me to see some
things I had no clue about that are CRITICAL for mankind to see and respond to ASAP!
A few days after the initial event with my phone I got out of the shower and was almost knocked off
my feet by what felt like a literal wave of energy coming from our home office. Wrapped in a towel, I
stepped across the hall to see if Mom had plugged up the Wi-Fi modem, which we’d recently begun
unplugging at night. I saw her standing there with the plug in her hand but just beyond her hand was the
AT&T wireless alarm box. I shook my head and zealously unplugged it, acknowledging that my left
wrist, closest to where it was installed, always ached if I worked from that desk. In today’s world a
doctor would’ve diagnosed carpal tunnel, done surgery, and I would’ve returned to my unhealthy
electrical environment and the computer at that desk while the real culprit would’ve never been
identified. Maybe cancer in the breast nearest to it would’ve been next. It was plugged into the Wi-Fi
modem and had four antennas across the top of it and there were units throughout the house it
communicated with. I was living exactly like the television ads showed me to live and had no idea until
now what my world might actually look like if I could SEE all the waves running through this home,
and our body’s! BTW: I love technology, so this isn’t a GET RID OF IT EFFORT, but we have missed
some vital-to-life information!
I had written a book and been introduced to the online world by a renowned doctor so when I needed
to figure out what to do, I reached out to my now expansive online base. Fortunately, it’s a vast group of
unsponsored knowledge and I got my first clues. I also found a man online who’d had a similar
experience in 2002. He answered his cell phone and a pain shot through his head and he became
“sensitive” to electrical fields. Once I saw my RF meter go into OVERLOAD mode when the phone
rang, I understood how this can happen. Thank goodness he’d written a book that told us exactly what to
do. His name is Lloyd Burrell and he can be found at his website https://ElectricSense.com and on
YouTube.
In the last two years I’ve watched as many more people are also becoming sick because all this
wireless technology is saturating all living things with microwave radiation. Radiation accumulates in
the body and we’re literally pouring it into our world! I’ve included a few screenshots of the stories I’ve
been sent in the enclosures (See Exhibit A) but there are many more in my files. And if you go to

YouTube, and search for "Phonegate" 1 min video here, you’ll see that these cell phones are producing
three to four times the amount of radiation reported by the manufacturers. Imagine that, a product
manufacturer lying about their product (cough, cough). One woman is homeless and living in a metal
shed, two more in their car, some have fled to a radio quiet zone in W. Virginia. You can see a
documentary online titled, Wifi Refugees just search it by name on YouTube.com or if reading an
electronic version of this document, Click here to view.
I realized an electrical event had just shifted my body out of its natural state so the only remaining
question was, what to do to reverse the condition? Can it be done? My continued efforts to get well for
the last few years has meant identifying all the culprits that led to my health collapsing. Prior to this I
was so healthy that I hadn’t seen a traditional medical doctor for illness since 1989. I had learned how to
take care of my body and had specific practitioners who were in alignment with my beliefs and ideas
about health and healing, and it worked.
The first thing was to buy some meters so we could trace and confirm issues. What was amazing is
to have the STATE LICENSED ELECTRICIANS we interviewed tell us that if we didn’t have meters,
they would’ve thought I was crazy. Wow! So, essentially these “trained and licensed by the state
professionals” had no clue that their work, done wrong, (according to personal preferences and codeviolating methods handed down by mentors), can make people sick? They weren’t familiar with the
meters that measure the SAFETY of their work? How ridiculous! Why have these “professionals”
not been properly trained? Whose job is that and why has this been handled with such reckless
disregard?
We had a few original light fixtures in this 41-year-old house where the insulation was oxidized,
cracked, and left a bare wire touching the metal fixture, and yet nothing tripped. The electricians never
did find where this 41-yr. old house was grounded. It was purchased AND inspected in 1988, built in
1976. Checking for a healthy ground should be on that list of things to be inspected. Why wasn’t that
done? Who’s checking up on the home inspectors? The night the electricians installed two 8’ copper
clad grounding rods and a number 4 wire from the electric panel, I slept for 5 hours straight for the first
time in several years, maybe since moving into this house with my widowed mother in August of 2012.
Who knew that interrupted sleep could be a home wiring or electrical issue in the environment?
Anybody?
We found that the sprinkler system on the outside wall was throwing a dangerous field half across
our living room where we spend several hours of our evening. There was another dangerous reading
running along an entire wall so we had to open the sheetrock and found a common problem; a staple
slammed into the Romex at an angle by a high-powered stapler. I’d learned that even if the insulation
isn’t broken the wire can sustain an injury and throw a field off into the home, and did! Then the Romex
was pulled at a 90-degree angle tightly, another no-no that can result in a crimp in the small wires and
throw off a toxic field, and did. There was a screw in a 220 cord behind the stove that a contractor had
done and that too can throw out a very toxic field and did. Add this to the appliances running, LED
lights shining directly on granite counter tops, which store and transmit energy, and you might
understand why being in the kitchen felt like I was being subtly electrocuted! This could easily have
led to a wrong medical diagnosis, a wrong treatment, my early demise, and a remaining toxin pouring
into the home. You can’t see it, taste it, or smell it so…
As we continued to unravel, eliminate, and remedy the mass amounts of electrical chaos going
on around us and having to train the electricians while learning ourselves I kept wondering why
nobody in our culture encourages the maintenance and health of our electrical environment and
the understanding that it can and does affect our health?

I learned a lot from this journey and feel strongly that we need to make immediate changes to some
things we’re not doing, such as: We need to be having REGULAR public service announcements about
this. We need to educate unions and train electricians to use these meters. We need EMF surveys done
on homes and work environments ASAP and as a routine check. We could start by addressing and
mitigating issues PRE-occupancy, at the time of sale. We need to REQUIRE residential builders to put
Romex in conduit, as in commercial buildings, to eliminate a whole host of rookie errors that can and do
make people sick? Sparing expense at the cost of the health of the population is no way to save money.
There are babies sleeping in these homes…they have thinner skulls, are developing an immune system,
and are at a high rate of cell division.
To this somewhat probable home environment we then bring in cordless phones, cordless baby
monitors, wireless alarm systems, a microwave oven, several cell phones per household, cell towers
dotted through the neighborhood, radio and tv antennas, “Smart” appliances, and Wi-Fi coursing
through our homes. Oh, and we’re apparently now going to have 20,000 satellites beaming down at us
and Wi-Fi hot spots are all around town, as if we’re blessing humanity with progressive ideas. Hello?
Microwave radiation is NOT a blessing! In fact, in the attachments here you’ll find an article about
a powerful Wi-Fi router installed in a school in Canada and two children dropped dead and 12
were injured! You can watch a video on this story, Click here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsPBUuwCfaI or you can search it by title on YouTube as: Rodney
Palmer – Safety Code 6 – Presentation to the Royal Society of Canada, but I strongly suggest you go
watch this 18 minute video. When you listen to the video, you’ll learn that contrary to the headline it
was FOUR students that died but two were revived and had a pacemaker installed! I then found a guy on
Twitter named, Concrete Prophet, who posted four articles in a row about schools with high levels of
radiation. Here are a few links to those stories. I print and save these because many of them disappear.
There is an active force attempting to conceal this information.
The first 3-minute video of interest titled, “Credible Evidence That Cell Towers on Schools is
Harmful Exists” Testimony to Public School District can be found here: Click here to view:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-AkJKiYmXw&feature=youtu.be
The next article cited here details radiation and dirty electricity levels at several schools in Maryland
and has some great info and graphics for your review. Click here to read: https://zero5g.com/2019/highlevels-of-wireless-radiation-at-arundel-high-school/
Click here to read about LaQuinta Middle School in California:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18512243 “...analysis of the teacher population showed a
positive trend…of increasing cancer risk with increasing cumulative exposure to high frequency voltage
transients on the classroom's electrical wiring measured with a Graham/Stetzer (G/S) meter. The
attributable risk of cancer associated with this exposure was 64%. A single year of employment at this
school increased a teacher's cancer risk by 21%.” [Emphasis Mine]
Here’s a 3-minute video of a cell tower being forced off of an elementary school where four children
have developed cancer in Ripon, California. Perhaps the most disturbing part of this story stated in a
print article is that they intend to “relocate” this tower. Would you like to have it in your neighborhood?
Click here to view: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_2L-zzhzFc&t=38s or search for it by title on
YouTube.com, Parents Demand Removal of Cell Tower at School After 4th Child Diagnosed With
Cancer. You can read the print article here: https://www.techspot.com/news/79228-students-protestschool-cell-tower-after-fourth-child.html And the week of April 8th, 2019 I wake to find a petition going
around to remove a cell tower here in Austin near an elementary school where a concerning number of

children are reportedly getting cancer. https://www.change.org/p/city-officials-shut-down-cell-towernext-to-river-place-elementary
In the link here you’ll see a group of concerned parents confronting a tower going up at their school.
Interesting to hear the school admin list “money” as the reason for the school making this decision.
Also, at the 3-minute mark you’ll hear the “tower rep” state that the lease states that “If the gov’t proves
there is harm the tower company has to address it.” Vague language to say the least, second would take
another few “decades” to debate it, and finally, since the US Government did in fact complete a $25
Million National Toxicology Study that absolutely shows harm then I suspect all these towers need to
“be addressed.” You can search it by title on YouTube.com, Milestone Cell Tower Shady Side
Elementary Community Meeting August 2017 or Click here to view:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQkQAo1lZm8&t=1843s.
I didn’t do a major search on schools with high radiation. I was simply working on this
document/package and these came across my path. I wonder what I’d find if I went on an intentional
search. I THINK MANDATORY RADIATION SURVEYS ON ALL SCHOOLS MIGHT BE IN
ORDER DON’T YOU? Apparently, I’m not the only one who thinks so as Oregon just introduced SB
283 on 3/19/19 and will hold a public hearing on 3/27/19 “Relating to exposure to radiation in schools in
this state; declaring an emergency.” [Emphasis Mine]
Many people are now becoming ill. I spoke with a man who lives in a metal shed behind his home in
Mission, TX because he’s been “sensitive” for 20 years; homebound for 7 years and his three children
now have electrohypersensitivity! And instead of creating a safe place for these children, we’ve brought
Wi-Fi into the schools. Did you know that Sweden has hard-wired their schools after they noted
dropping grades and irritable attitudes? Go to YouTube and search for some videos by Barrie Trower
who retired from The Royal Navy as a microwave weapons expert. He says “Anyone who puts Wi-Fi
in schools should be hung.” What do we do in the USA, put Wi-Fi in EVERY school and defend it
even if the kids and staff start passing out and having nose bleeds! Here’s an article that should help
substantiate the concerns. Here’s a link with 150+ letters from doctors, universities, medical institutions,
and more addressing the alarming issues of electromagnetic radiation especially in the form of Wi-Fi at
schools. I printed, read, and underlined them. The last letter has 330+ references to substantiate their
concerns. Search it by title as “Doctor Letters on Wi-Fi in School Full Compilation 12-2016” or you can
Click here to read:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2oWg9jNlPa9cUtHYzJURFpUZG5TaUxTLTBfOGtnbHM1dXpR/vie
w?mc_cid=14f76d75ca&mc_eid=30911ed615&fbclid=IwAR17JoCUTpM89st4Gsmj1NGxYs5ApKfzH
A5Q1ruVgxQULusYy5yXShA8p58
Samuel Milham, a doctor with an obsessive affection for government statistics wrote a small book
titled, Dirty Electricity, Electrification and the Diseases of Civilization. (www.sammilham.com) The
opening line of the Preface to his book reads “This book is written in an urgent attempt to warn you
about what I believe to be a global man-made health threat…There is a high likelihood that most
of the twentieth century ‘diseases of civilization,’ including cardiovascular disease, malignant
neoplasms (cancer), diabetes, and suicide, are not caused by lifestyle alone, but by certain physical
aspects of electricity itself. The data to prove this has been available since 1930, but no one
investigated it. Consequently, the ‘wars’ on cancer and cardiovascular disease are doomed to
failure, because a critical etiological factor has not be recognized. What’s more, these very
diseases are now increasing in the population in direct proportion to our increasing exposure to
high-technology electrical devices.”

Of interest, one of the electricians who came to help us was recovering from tail bone cancer. I had
NEVER heard of tail bone cancer until that moment. He shared this as he returned his cell phone to his
back pocket. When I shared my concern, he turned white and his work partner anxiously chimed in that
his brother had the same kind of “rare” cancer. Sure enough, as I inquired further, yep, the cancer was
in his brain behind his ear where he wore his blue tooth gadget. HELLO? Neither of them had ever
made the association. I now know five people with cancer from their cell phones. A friend in Houston, a
doctor’s wife, posted a reply comment that she knows “dozens.”
I included a story in my book of a charter school in Appleton, Wisconsin where “challenged” kids
attended. A man named Paul Stitt and his wife Barbara offered to give the school $100,000 IF they let
them take over the food on the campus. They brought in all natural, fresh foods and even disconnected
the water fountains and placed a high-quality water throughout the hallways. After one year the truancy
and violent events had dropped to zero. The kids were focused on their academics and physical health
and the school reported the biggest problem as not enough parking. I also included the story of a mental
hospital that removed all refined sugar, salt, and flour and within 30 days 50% of their patients were in
their right mind. Sadly, the “powers that be” did NOTHING with any of that information which is
likely the reason none of the electrical information was ever investigated, perfected, and applied!
You can see a short video about this here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LgabV3Ktgww&t=225s
or you may search it by the title, Impact of Fresh Healthy Foods on Learning and Behavior, on
YouTube.com.
Get ready because this is where it should get VERY CONCERNING!
June 9th, 2018 while standing in my back yard, my eyes left their normal function for about 5
seconds. I recall everything turning white but muscularly-speaking it seemed that my right eye was
vertically above my left eye; like they were going to cross but instead lined up vertically. I got a little
woozy but recovered within a few seconds after it stopped. I wasn’t sure what to think about it. I
wondered if it was a new symptom of me being “electrohypersensitive” but again, there’s nothing to be
done so I merely noted that I wasn’t grounded at the time and went on with my day knowing that most
answers usually find their way to me and sure enough…
June 11th, 2018 (2 days later) a similar thing happened to my 82-yr-old Mom while she was standing
in the doorway of my bedroom talking to me. She did not know it had happened to me and she is
NOT electro hypersensitive!!! She described that both of her eyes seemed to go in opposite directions
side to side and hers lasted for 5-10 seconds. I can’t help but wonder what might have occurred if
this had happened while she was driving her LARGE motorhome? Likely it would’ve been blamed
on her age and her driving privileges taken while the larger issue is ignored! BUT WAIT…
THEN, I met an electrical engineer in the local grocery store a few months later that seemed like an
appointment with Destiny. He followed me out and bought a book from me and gave me his card. I
called him about six weeks later and we talked for two hours and he told me that he too had this
vertically-aligned eye event but his lasted for several minutes and there were witnesses. At the end
of our phone conversation his voice began to quiver and he said “I say with all humility that I am often
the smartest guy in the room. I wish that what you are saying weren’t true because it means that we
missed something very important in our deployment of these things.” He then cried and said “But I
know it is true and frankly, I’m scared.” My reply, “You should be scared, very scared.”
I went to NextDoor.com and sure enough, there’s a post there ON JUNE 9TH, 2018 that showed the
new traffic light at Hudson Loop is now activated “be careful, heads up” kind of post. I then read the
following article that begins with “Migratory birds are known to use the geomagnetic field as a source of
compass information. Scientists have shown that oscillating magnetic fields disrupt the orientation

behavior of migratory birds. Researchers found that robins were disoriented when exposed to a
vertically aligned, broadband or a single-frequency field.” It continues with a quote ‘According to
Alasdair Philips of Powerwatch,... medium- and short-wave frequencies have been used since the
1930s with little evidence of any effect on bird behavior. But since the mobile phone networks
went up there have been increasing reports of birds, especially homing pigeons, getting lost.
Research now needs to look at the effects of base station signals, particularly in view of the
disorientating effects of EMR ‘noise‘ reported in this study.’…Your body is also dependent on
appropriate chemical reactions, many of which are guided by electrical frequencies in your brain, some
of which happen to oscillate at the same frequency as that of cell phones and wireless networks.” Search
it by title or Click here to read online:
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2008/01/15/how-cell-phones-are-killing-birds.aspx
Several sources acknowledge that we humans also have magnetite crystals in our eyes and our brain,
so it doesn’t take a high school graduate to see what happened here. A man made or “non-native” wave
form passed through our body and the magnetite crystals (iron + oxygen) caused our eyes to line up with
the signal as it passed through us. Obviously, a sick electrical condition is happening around here and
I’m likely not the only one who’s being made sick by it; the others just haven’t figured out the source!
When I posted my concerns on Nextdoor.com (which disabled my account for bringing up these
issues) that WE SHOULD NOT put a bunch of competing frequencies in the same play zone because
they fight and create electrical chaos, I received the following private message:
“…What you are saying is all true. I am an electrical engineer who worked in
the Semiconductor field for 20 years and we used to do EMI testing for compliance
(which is an arbitrary value set by the people who are supposed to be protecting
us but they are also sitting on the boards of these private corporations so definitely
a conflict of interest)…I am afraid a whole generation of young people are being
insidiously harmed by this and the so called protecting agencies do not care. …I
am sad and also excited that people are beginning to see the harmful effects of it
and as more people learn of the toxic effects of technology, we can force our
corporate peddlers that claim to be ‘doing good’ but in reality, are destroying or
at least causing major harm to this human project.” This message can be found in
Exhibit A.
Then, June 13th, 2018, I ended up being stopped by the new traffic light at Hudson Loop and
Hwy 290 West for the first time. Now mind you I was sitting about 100 yards from two new apartment
complexes that are outfitted with hundreds of “Smart Meters” or some brand of “wireless electric
meters.” I’d read from a few sites on the internet about how these meters are pumping out pulsed
microwave radiation, 24/7 and that some of them even have a design flaw referred to as a “switch mode
problem,” and that they all produce a horrid amount of dirty electrical current that rides on the already
toxic wave. We had a 13 -year-old version of this technology on this home but we had it changed out to
an old-style, mechanical only, “analog” meter like most of us grew up with. We had to pay $75 to
change it and an extra $30/month to have someone come read the meter. (This practice has been ruled
as prejudiced against the disabled to charge fees to have equipment that doesn’t make us sick but we can
deal with that later; right now, I’m just trying to survive the plight.) I could tell that my body felt less
burdened and again slept deeply for two nights but after a few days it seemed my progress stopped again
and that it wasn’t going to get any better. I also realized our neighbor’s meter is about 20 yards from
where I spend the bulk of the time in the home, including my bedroom and that likely every neighbor
has one of these on their homes so there’s no escaping it, unless I educate my neighbors. As I began to
learn more about what’s around me, I began to understand we’re being saturated in this stuff but at the

moment I was sitting at that light I had no idea that I should be concerned as the extent of my knowledge
was more academic. In light of the fact that I’d been driving in front of those apartments for a year now
without issue…BUT THIS TIME, I was stopped at the light in front of them and was actually horrified
as I felt my body being saturated with toxic energy and I couldn’t move away from it. BTW:
Remember radiation accumulates in the body. So, touching the screen of my phone at a point when my
body was already saturated from all these environmental sources of it threw me into an acute situation
that tilted the scale, so did this event, and by the time I got home, a mile away, I was wanting to leap out
of my own body. I got home and jumped out of the truck and put my bare feet on the grass hoping I
could get rid of some of the toxic load I’d just picked up. Yes, we’ve also forgotten to learn, teach, and
implement good “grounding” practices as we’ve electrified our world. (Read the book Earthing by Clint
Ober to see yet another HUGE piece of information we’ve ignored, backed up by a cardiologist, Dr.
Sinatra whose son developed severe Electrohypersensitivity aka EHS.) Over the next few days my
sensitivity amped up to what I estimate is triple what it had been. It was this event that drew our
attention to some new technology (a white square plate) plugged into the metal arm that traffic light is
mounted on. I have no idea what it is but there are now two of these at the next intersection of Scenic
Brook, west of there, and SEVEN of them at the next intersection of Circle Drive and Hwy 290 West
and an antenna of some sort too.
I went to AntennaSearch.com and learned that we have 23 cell towers and 112 antennas in a 4-mile
radius of our home though I only see a few. (Be aware. In tiny print on this site they have now reduced
this to a 3-mile radius so the numbers may be different). I thought that was a lot until I reconnected with
a friend I’d lost touch with after I became ill. She too is now sick and we both used to be in abundant
health. I looked up her address and there are 443 cell towers and 339 antennas around her in a 4mile radius! They chose her home to put a data collection meter on aka “Medusa” and all that implies.
Information on SmartMeterEducationNetwork.com is where I learned about this criminal appliance that
isn’t even approved by Underwriter’s Laboratory. Your toaster has a UL code of approval but not
these? (I think that information came through a comment/article from Take Back Your Power
documentary.) They’ve put some kind of cable under her driveway. She believes her street light has a
“relay” or “transponder” on it and when they came through and installed those “Smart Meters” in her
neighborhood built in the 60’s, they blew four transformers in four months! Like many of us, she’s
being driven out of a home she’s lived in for 32 years because of an invasion of technology that’s
destroying her health!
I’ve included info under the Exhibit A tab, which shows 3% of the US population, (9 million people
in the US), are rated as being SEVERELY affected and 35% are rated as MODERATELY affected, (110
million people) according to the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. I’ve also enclosed
a few posts by people about how this is affecting their pets, and how seeds don’t sprout in the presence
of a Wi-Fi router for those who suggest this is psychological.
For emphasis, we have 119 million people in the US now being adversely affected by technology
known to cause biological effects! One-third of the nation and other experts are actually
estimating it at “50% by 2017.” These are not statistics to be ignored! THIS IS A WARNING
THAT OUR ENVIRONMENT IS OUT OF BALANCE! Those who are sick will become sicker
and those who are healthy will become sick. This stuff even triggers latent genes as shown here!
This article in PubMed confirms how exposure to 50Hz activated the Epstein-Barr Virus. Click here to
read: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9276003
So, where does all this stop? How many cell towers,
broadcasting antennas, wireless gadgets, satellites, and WiFi signals… is enough and who gets to decide?

Let’s stop and take a look at how we got here. This is best explained in an article you’ll find behind
Exhibit B or click here to read it online: https://www.thenation.com/article/how-big-wireless-made-usthink-that-cell-phones-are-safe-a-special-investigation/
I also found a very interesting ebook online titled, Captured Agency: How the Federal
Communications Commission Is Dominated by the Industries It Presumably Regulates. It’s put out by
the Harvard Ethics department no less. UNETHICAL is putting it mildly!
Click here to read it: Captured Agency.pdf or if you’re reading a hard copy you can search it
by name or http://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/capturedagency_alster.pdf.
In the hard copy I included the cover page and the first two topics from the 59 pages just to cover
some basics in Exhibit B. Bottom line, the fox is guarding the hen house. Spoiler Alert: Our FCC is
made up of all executives out of the wireless industry. I wonder where their personal investments are?
Information keeps flowing in like these comments on my Facebook post by Curtis Bennett of
https://Thermoguy.com. He’s an expert you should get to know! He points out that the cell phone safety
test was done on a plastic head with a chamber in the top where they put a water/dextrose solution and a
thermometer as if this is a true representation of the human head; as if the brain is irrelevant. You can
see an image of this insanity in Exhibit A or here: http://thermoguy.com/wpcontent/uploads/Cell_Phone_Radiation_and_SAR_TEST1.pdf It’s an offense to the issue of “safety.”
Beyond this, they were sold to us as “the latest greatest” gadget when the truth is, they are a small
microwave radio that people are now putting up to their heads, in their bra, front and back pockets, and
into the hands of their children. Consequently, brain tumors are headed up, ischemic strokes in men 35
to 44 increased 40% between 2003 and 2012; 30% of women in the same age range. Another recent
article says heart attack rates are rising 2% per year for those under 40 now. Yet another recent article
cited colorectal cancers are on the rise in our young people from carrying those phones in their pants
pockets. Speaking of injury did you know that little girls are born with all the eggs they’ll ever produce
in their ovaries? When you expose them to radiation that does single and double-strand DNA damage
we are risking seeing a lot of mutations in coming generations. As it stands now, predictions are that
we will be at a global sperm count of zero by 2048; Dr. Martin Pall, PhD puts this estimate much sooner
with current rates of exposure. Professor Olle Johanssen reports that after five generations of Wi-Fi we
will have irreversible sterility. A recent article showed we’re already down by 59-63% since the early
70’s. Perhaps this is a good thing as humans are NOT getting smarter.
Sadly, there are so many people profiting from this that I feel like I’m spitting on a wildfire here but
it’s the only thing I know to do is to write, educate, plead, email, and HOPE SOMEONE THAT
MATTERS WILL HEAR ME!!! More of Mr. Bennett’s articles are behind the Exhibit G & H tabs but
here’s some of his comments for you to ponder:
“Governments are not political parties, there are codes and standards for all
reasons. Banks wouldn't lend a dollar if buildings weren't code compliant.” He goes
on to point out that everything in existence is made of molecules and atoms and that
these man-made energy forms are actually creating vibration and that building code
has a “zero tolerance” for vibration. Did you get that? We are vibrating
EVERYTHING at the atomic level! “I am one of the millions of electrical police
where we NEVER put people in an electrical circuit. Bees and pollinators will die
and NO MORE FOOD, this is a global emergency. [emphasis mine]

“... EVERYTHING we do electrically globally is to keep humans from being in a
circuit or we are liable.
“The Limits of Human exposure used globally is measured in watts per sq. cm.
Centimeters is metric and there are 2.54 cm in an inch. The unit of measurement is an
admission of harm and not applicable to human biology. Square centimeters or sq.
inches means you are 2 dimensional and flat. Length X width. If it is to imply the
surface of the skin only, it is still inaccurate. The entire body is atoms and
molecules(energy) SUBTLE ENERGY where magnetic or EMF interaction can have
a profound effect.
“Watts is volts x amps. Instead of a 10-watt or 100-watt light bulb in a wired
electrical circuit. Based on the plastic head science each person including a newborn
can handle 1000 microwatts per sq. cm. People need to understand you, and your
baby, including the one in the belly, is the conductor in the wireless electrical circuit.
It is called communication for end use device like a phone, it is radiation and
biological hell on earth. I like other electricians have been shocked or stuck on a
circuit, it burned holes in me. Your baby isn't getting the wattage I was, just enough
so the wireless circuit works.
“…We are subtle energy; planet Earth has a frequency of 7.8 Hz or 7.8 cycles per
second. Smart meters are 900 million cycles per second, Wi-fi antenna 2.45 billion
cycles per second. A delta brainwave when sleeping or healing .2 cycles per second.
A mom rocking a baby .2 times per second versus 2.45 billion times per second with
Wi-Fi interaction.
“ My government credentials recognized in ALL of Canada for using ALL
electricity means I am an expert. There are 100s of millions globally in the
construction industry that have the same credentials. No one was informed. Do you
think unions will accept the plastic head or potato science? This is our job or there is
liability.
“Canada didn't do their job. Health Canada was pressured to amend Safety Code 6
so they retained the so called intellectually elite called the Royal Society of Canada.
They didn't do their jobs and will be accountable to the Auditor General of Canada.
They will be sued and criminally prosecuted. [emphasis mine]
And another day he wrote, “How much electrical current can you legally induce
into a baby, pregnant woman or any human? The correct answer is zero, we are not
electrically compatible. EVERYTHING we do as electrical professionals is to
protect life and provide a path for electrons to go to ground and not through
you.
“These RF EMFs are not supposed to hit people or it triggers nerves and muscles.
Dr, Goldberg expanded on that saying the nervous, hormonal and immune systems
would be compromised at the same time.
“Induced current increases cellular voltages where millionths of a volt increases
changes white blood cells. When frequencies mix, there are resultant frequencies.
What happens when you mix 900,000,000 Hz or cycles per second with .2 Hz or .2

cycles per second? You get 4 resultant frequencies and the .2 Hz is the brain when
resting or healing.
“FortisBC admitted under oath that one antenna in their smart meter reached 2-3
km or 1.8 miles. FortisBC admitted they will cover 17,000 sq. km. That is a manmade microwave oven that covers 6564 sq. miles. In order for the wireless circuit to
work, you have to be in it and you are safe if you have a plastic head.
"A little radiation will have devastating effects on ANYTHING the EMFs interact
with. That is basic physics. Dr. Lynch referred to electrons in our body being
intellectually driven and it is an amazing reality with our biological function. RF
EMFs will force electrons and are invasive. None of it was considered in the plastic
head science.”
“Elected officials are going to be shocked and the liability is trillions without
insurance. https://youtu.be/cImb6Xwn6R4” YOU WOULD DO WELL TO STOP
READING AND GO WATCH THIS VIDEO! It’s only 12 minutes long if you
only watch it once. Hard copy? YouTube title to search is: Curtis Bennett Safety
Code 6 Presentation to the Royal Society of Canada
Curtis Bennett isn’t the only one screaming “PLANETARY EMERGENCY!” Arthur Firstenberg
opens his article with “The Earth needs your help. Now.” You can read his plea here:
http://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/planetary-emergency/. Your research will not be complete until
you’ve printed and read his appeal regarding 5G where he mounted a global petition that has so far
registered almost 32,000 signatures last look. Click here to see that petition:
http://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/5g-space-appeal/ and read his dense presentation.
With my new awareness I start noting that cell towers are now literally in the back yard of some
homes, at schools, and on top of apartment buildings where children live. I’ve included an article in
Exhibit F, Cancer Link Confirmed in Largest Ever Cell Tower Radiation Study, or click here:
https://www.wakingtimes.com/2018/08/21/cancer-link-confirmed-in-largest-ever-cell-tower-radiationstudy/ And while I was reading those kinds of articles I’m wondering “Well where are the outbreaks of
cancer or pediatric cancer if…” And shortly thereafter I got a private message from a parent of a child at
an elementary school in Chicago’s 19th Ward that has a cell tower on it. Initially, she was reporting 10
kids with brain cancer within two blocks of the school. In a few weeks, she updated the information that
now showed 16 kids and 9 adults within two blocks of this cell tower have or had cancer. As she and
another parent continued surveying their neighborhood the story became a horror show and she recently
emailed me a list of 82+ people with cancer within a five-block radius of this cell tower, and two more;
21 of these cancer cases are children! Simultaneously a search online shows the public health office and
even the University of Chicago have studied the issue and listed in one article all the increases of the
various cancers but stop short of admitting to a “cancer cluster.” What I’ve learned is “the machine” is
perpetually looking for things they never really find and never really respond to; much like the Michigan
lead in the water ongoing “non-crisis,” the violent school, the mental hospital and the electrical concerns
from the 1930’s. The articles refer to what these women did as “anecdotal evidence” but I can’t see how
going door to door with a survey and asking “Do you or anyone in your home have cancer? When?
What kind? How recent?” can be that difficult. I think finding three people in one house with cancer is
concerning? If this was your neighborhood and 82 people, and counting, within five blocks of a cell
tower/s had cancer would you want to know? Do you think you have a RIGHT to be informed? And
when the alderman stated emphatically that “the towers aren’t going anywhere” the reality that they
“don’t care” if people are getting sick and dying was clear. I wonder why? As it turns out Mount

Greenwood Elementary School is being paid $37,500 a year that’s why. You can see their lease
here: https://propertyleases.cps.edu/Lease.aspx?Lid=127&fbclid=IwAR2Xf5-OeReufjbKx_6pxFLZBKW0cXygbHbnHRDr2owLl2NHKiWMyJNjns or search it by name/address.
You can see this school’s radiation readings on a video on YouTube with the following title or click
here: “Elementary School Radiation (Microwave) Readings Chicago 19th Ward.” You can also go to
Google and type in “cancer cluster at mount greenwood elementary school Chicago Illinois” and read
the stories of cancer running through a family. And when they mention there MAY be a problem with
the water, remember that this radiation AMPLIFIES metals, chemicals, and pathogens! Therefore, any
issue in the water will be amplified! I recall reading years ago that municipal water departments can use
anywhere from 700 to 2300 chemicals in the water in the name of purification. We have taken the easy
road on so many important matters and now we’ve done it again and this time we may have gone too
far.
“Mount Tabor Elementary School had a microwave radiation reading 50x’s higher than standing 100’
feet from a cell tower” according to the WirelessWatchBlog.org. At the following link you’ll read about
a teacher in the Los Angeles United School District who fell ill after a wireless router/ system was
installed. The most disturbing statement in the article is the opening line which reads, “Students were
bleeding from the ears and nose and no incident reports were allowed by the school, states the
teacher who required medical intervention.” You can see her video statement here:

https://www.electrosmogprevention.org/public-health-alert/lausd-accommodates-teacher-who-fell-illafter-wireless-installed/

NO INCIDENT REPORTS
WERE ALLOWED BY THE SCHOOLS?
Are you okay with this?
Several doctors and professionals are citing another article regarding an event at a junior high school
in Arlington, Texas that you assuredly heard NOTHING ABOUT on the nightly “news.” “Since
September, teachers and students at Nichols Junior High have reported similar symptoms, including
nausea, trouble concentrating and dizziness. Some teachers have passed out in front of their students.
Some have refused to return to work. Others say they're requesting transfers. Now, they’re speaking out
to News 8 Investigates, on the condition that we hide their identities for fear of retaliation:
https://www.wfaa.com/article/news/local/investigates/parents-teachers-demand-answers-as-arlingtonschoolhouse-rocked-by-illnesses/395907519.” This article is in Exhibit G.
I recently saw a video clip in a documentary online titled, Take Back Your Power, where some aphids
on a leaf were having their body contorted in a flipping kind of way and they found it was in sync with
airport radar 14 miles away. I wonder if that’s what our cells are doing in response to the cell tower
installed in our subdivision with zero consent needed by us who are being radiated by it. I’ve included a
map of the nationwide radar installations in the US and the “network” coverage behind Exhibit A that
should give you pause. SATURATED WE ARE!
You’ll also find two articles in Exhibit C about better, cheaper, healthier options to 5G. Chattanooga,
TN has hard-wired fiber optics and it’s made their economy come alive.
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/04/technology/fast-internet-service-speeds-business-development-inchattanooga.html

There’s another article about 10G which is also hard-wired and is faster, cheaper, and won’t FRY all
living things. Click here to read: https://5g.co.uk/guides/what-is-10gbroadband/?fbclid=IwAR1X8BO7E1HOTT6roETHT5zIfoqKU2W5uDwMidhVIkjFmaUQNqm6xE2M
xjA
Behind the tab marked Exhibit D you’ll find several articles. The first one is from The Canadian
Initiative for Safe Wireless, Electric, and Electromagnetic Policy. They cover the subject of “What is
Electrohypersensitivity, Likely Causes, Common Symptoms, Four Stages of the “Environmental
Disease” and Prevention Tips. According to this document I’m entering the second stage “Eventually, if
the stress continues for long enough, or there is a sudden surge of stress, adaptive mechanisms are
exhausted” and the body is no longer able to adapt or sustain the constant injury. This site also
legitimizes a critical piece of information explaining why some are more sensitive than others in their
Living with Electrohypersensitivity Survival Guide. The opening line reads “Humans beings are
bioelectrical systems. Our hearts and brains are regulated by internal bioelectrical signals.
Environmental exposures to artificial EMF’s can interact with fundamental biological processes in the
human body…Without mitigation of the incitant, people with environmental sensitivities may become
severely debilitated.” It goes on to read “Coping strategies are critical for people with environmental
sensitivities/intolerances, as they may experience the feeling that their lives are being ‘turned upside
down.’ They may have lost their ability to work. They may be unable to socialize outside their homes or
even perform routine tasks such as grocery shopping…” YES! YES! YES! And then there’s the fear of
having no control over your environment as it progresses around you, and the people who could help
you, think you’re crazy while they continue to believe that 24/7 chronic microwave radiation exposure is
okay? It’s really quite ironic. You can find that guide here:
http://www.weepinitiative.org/livingwithEHS.html
“There are none so blind as those who will not see.”
People need to remember that we aren’t all alike biologically-speaking. For some people a peanut is
deadly and some of us humans have genetics that makes us more susceptible to toxins than others. You
could call us your “early warning messengers.” We have genetic testing now, know the identity, and
have even named many of these genes. You can read an article on the MTHFR gene mutation, just click
here: https://www.amymyersmd.com/2017/07/what-is-an-mthfr-mutation-and-what-to-do-about-it/ I
included this graphic in Exhibit D for clarity: https://www.amymyersmd.com/2017/07/test-mthfrmutations/.
Despite all their education several medical and scientific minds apparently forgot basic science and
put mercury amalgam dental material in a bunch of people’s mouths, regardless of their genetics, and
continue to do so. These fillings actually release mercury vapors continuously as hot foods, liquids and
the abrasive act of chewing occur. They also produce a high voltage, which means that people with this
material in their mouths are actually MORE susceptible to the hazards of radiation and have more
“antenna-like” qualities. Remember, it amplifies metals! Given the right genetics, you have a recipe for
a health crisis. There are many disincentives for a medical professional to acknowledge this! I had mine
revised in 2005, spent $5000, and spent 18 months detoxing my body the best I could but have no real
assurance that the impact is all gone. In fact, I think it imprints the body and weakens the host compared
to what they may have been without it. Again, this knowledge is ignored and corruption buries the
chances of justice. ☹
“Oh no that can’t be true! That’s crazy!” Really? Crazy like bringing in asbestos, chemically-tainted
tobacco, Thalidomide, DDT, GMO’s, or letting corporations grease the palm of our legislators? If you

go to YouTube and type in “The Smoking Tooth.” You’ll have several viewing options, one by a Dr.
Layton, DDS in three parts is a good one. One of them has footage of a sheep they put mercury fillings
in its teeth and then later x-rayed and showed where all they measured mercury in its organs. ☹ We
learned this in The Mad Hatter story, didn’t we? Preserving beaver pelts with mercury made the makers
and the patrons go “mad!” I saw a dozen doctors in 18 months and every time they, or the nursing staff
said “Open your mouth and say ‘Ahhhh’” the answer was staring them in the face but they could not or
would not, see. Once I had them replaced by a qualified dentist, I was able to reverse my autoimmune
disease. Again, I’ll ask, where are the true intellectuals? Is there anyone still out here directing this ship
that hasn’t sold-out to the corporations? Remember, we will reap what we sow, not what we prefer.
The ripple effect of consequences we’re facing as a culture for our breach will be massive.
On page 2 of that Canadian Initiative for Safe Wireless…the opening article “What is
Electrohypersensitivity” site states “Because the body of evidence is only now being taken seriously,
most family practitioners are still unaware of EHS or anything that is involved in treating it.”
The Canadian Initiative to Stop Wireless, Electric, and Electromagnetic Pollution site aka
http://www.weepinitiative.org/livingwithEHS.html states on page 9,
“Not only do amalgam dental fillings attract EMF and electricity to your body,
they create electrical current, and they contain mercury. Mercury is very toxic and
is difficult for the human body to process and get rid of. Heavy metals in your
body may have contributed to your getting sick in the first place. There are many
ways in which you could have acquired heavy metal toxicity, but dental amalgam
fillings are a major source of contamination. It is not a single incident
contamination but an ongoing leaching into the body.”
This same site states on page 4 that those affected should “LIVE AS FAR AS POSSIBLE FROM
power lines, distribution lines, electrical substations, electrical bus cables and cell phone towers.” Uh
huh. So, what do I do about the 23 cell towers, 112 antennas, and a sea of wireless electric meters put
around me?
In this presentation I’ve provided several articles that establish this to actually be a disabling
environmental disease from the accumulation of too much radiation, according to several countries,
several medical authorities, scientific groups, and beyond. In fact, it was hard to pick what to include as
I could easily have sent a few banker’s boxes full. The days of “There’s not really any science to
establish harm from wireless technology” ARE OVER! And once you head down this corridor and
see what we’ve allowed, you should be horrified.
“As the objective evidence of the physiological effects causing EHS becomes
convincingly established, there is increasing worldwide legal action on behalf of
people with EHS. Studies since the 1930s are now showing a consistent weight of
evidence confirming the specific symptoms of EHS, also long known through
geomagnetic studies and electronic warfare since 1953. Since 1982 in the US, and
since 2011 in Europe, courts in many countries have accepted the reality of
physiological EHS along with non-thermal EMF effects and made awards and
compensation for people with EHS including awards against those businesses
responsible for the excessive radiation.”
The above quote is the opening paragraph from http://www.electrosensitivity.co/legal.html, a site
I’ve been pouring over for several weeks. It’s DENSE with content specific to the legal issues

establishing this to be a “functional impairment” and/or a “disability” with global content, lawsuits won,
countries who have implemented Wired-Only connections in schools, and accommodated those disabled
thereby setting precedence. It lists several states that are introducing bills requiring “Safe Zones” and
“Wi-Fi Free” areas much like the “Non-Smoking” laws. It’s getting a little harder to ignore the stark
realities of where we are!
Here’s another excerpt from this site:
“Informed consent is required for experiments on humans involving non-ionizing and ionizing
radiation. It appears that some countries like the US try to evade this requirement by claiming that such
experiments, even where they cover large populations, come under 'classified research'. The irradiation
of the population by cellphone towers without prior testing, where any adverse health effects will be
discovered as a result of this irradiation, is often regarded as an experiment on the population without
informed consent.”
If my 83-year-old Mom had to go to the hospital I CAN’T GO IN because the places are
saturated with Wi-Fi (aka microwave radiation)? A trip to the ER for me would likely cost me my
life! There are 8 hospitals world-wide that offer a low EMF environment! I’ve had to leave
restaurants. I had to take liquid iodine (faster results and tastes AWFUL) and rush through a
meal recently because I was starting to hurt from the Wi-Fi. I can’t ride in a taxi, a bus, a train, or
a plane. I can’t stay in hotels, go to the public library, the courts, most public buildings and
government offices are toxic for me. I CAN’T GET A JOB!!! This is a violation of human rights
on so many levels it should embarrass those who are in charge of protecting humanity.
In fact, I found a Public Law 90-602 – October 18, 1968 document online. (Exhibit E) The stated
purpose of the law is to “amend Public Health Service Act to provide for the protection of the
public health from radiation emissions from electronic products.” Apparently, we’re going to
ignore that too! I’m currently looking for the new law or amendment that says “Never mind. Radiate the
public… as long as you contribute to a politician’s campaign.” I’m expecting to find some smooth
political maneuver that made this law irrelevant. Here’s Public Law 90-602
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiation_Control_for_Health_and_Safety_Act_of_1968
So, the number one rule to getting well is “prudent avoidance” and although I got rid of my cell
phone, and my Mom spent thousands of dollars on healing the wiring inside the home, we now have a
modem that doesn’t even have Wi-Fi capability, hardwired, grounded, and shielded our computers,
changed our meter to an analog, yet I still have a Wi-Fi signal measurable inside the home. And out my
bedroom window is my neighbor’s digital electric meter. Sadly, she was willing to change it until
someone at PEC (Pedernales Electric Co-op) essentially told her “it’s not the meter, it’s the powerlines.”
I’m betting the idea was to indicate a “greater good” mindset while making my “issues” of lesser
concern, and yet why should I/we take the word of a utility company employee. How can he in fact
know the lines aren’t pumping out high levels of radiation as was the case in this article:
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/10/doctors-notes-testimony-health-concerns-duke-energy-ami-smartmeters.html. It’s almost at the end of the article it reads, “In 2016, there was a news report out of
Greensboro about a Lake Daniel, North Carolina neighborhood whose residents were sick and Duke
Energy officials actually admitted that their power lines were emitting a high level of radiation.”
Reportedly, PG&E is now being sued for their part in the California fires that burned out several towns
because they knew they had a problem with their lines but failed to act. So, are we supposed to just
believe every utility company or tower company who says “It’s not us” or should they have to prove
their meter, tower, or product is safe, and continually need to establish that and face severe punitive
actions for any issues? Again, go do a general search on the internet for “power lines emitting high
radiation” and see what you find. THIS is a very old debate again, “being perpetually looked into.”

After my June 13th exposure a friend suggested a product that we put on the incoming line to the
meter and a patch I wear in my bra that helps my body avoid taking the hit as much and I’m doing all
kinds of other methods to survive this. However, I don’t have any security in the idea that these are
magic that will protect me from further assault as I can still feel the effects of it and feel I’m on
borrowed time as more and more technology is being brought into my vicinity. In fact, I tried to go to a
nearby scenic town for lunch with my Mom and sister (Nov. 4th) and had quite a shocking experience,
pardon the pun. I haven’t left my local rabbit trails in over two years now and was horrified at the
daunting, ugly, cell towers littering what once was a beautiful little town. I felt like I was being
assaulted by frequencies and had to come home and get in a detox bath! It took me several days to
recover.
THEN, August 1st, 2018 my sister and I were returning from dinner on Slaughter Lane, approaching
FM 1826 when I was literally stung on my big toe for about five or six seconds by a rogue electrical
current while driving down the road. When I let out a yelp my sister inquired and then shared that the
same thing happened to her on the way out to dinner that very night. She felt it under her big toe about
150 yards east of where I started feeling it. My sister does not have electrohypersensitivity either!
I came in and called our mother to share what had happened to us and she said it also happened to her
the day before while she was in HEB at the Y, TWICE! She thought a scorpion was under her pants leg,
which was my sister’s wording too. She shrugged it off to old age and then a few minutes later it
happened again. This is the same store I had to leave because of the Wifi and two huge antennas nearby.
Wonder if this is why the manager has a brain aneurysm because I can certainly feel my temples pulsing
over there? Intense energy in there could easily be measured with meters instead of ignoring the
messenger or assuming I’m crazy!
THEN, I was talking to a local business manager about it and he said “That’s what that is? I’m being
stung like crazy and had no idea what it was.” It’s an oil-change place in the Y and when I go there, I
can actually feel the sparks in the air. I am your early warning device and I’m telling you, DARING
YOU EVEN, to get a meter and go check out the electrical environment behind the oil-change place just
east of Wm. Cannon and Hwy 290 on the north side between the Shell station and the nail salon. You
can start a cursory check with Dr. Ritter here locally. https://EMFKnights.net He’s a pediatric
neurologist who started researching when he couldn’t get his patients well and wondered why.
HE QUIT HIS PRACTICE TO DO EMF DETECTION AND MITIGATION BECAUSE IT’S
MORE RELEVANT TO THEIR HEALTH. It’s my understanding he has the knowledge and the
meters to do this and will tell you if he doesn’t as some of them can be quite expensive. On a
national level you can check with https://EMF-Experts.com. Surely, being the hometown of the
University of Texas, someone can get their hands on the right people and meters! Also, I wouldn’t
consider it a true investigation if Curtis Bennett of Thermoguy.com isn’t also brought in for
consultation. Anyone who isn’t trained correctly and not using the correct meters can give false
or inaccurate information. We NEED to get this right! Curtis Bennett can be reached through his
website and is anxious to inform or testify. Https://Thermoguy.com
THEN, I was talking to local business “owner” and he shared that he’s feeling these zings and stings
and blurted out quite loudly “Oh my God, these are converging currents!!! You can’t put all this stuff
out here like they’re doing and not have any backlash.”
PLEASE, PLEASE, CAN WE STOP THIS TRACK WE’RE ON AND
NOT LET THE INDUSTRY EXEC’S WHO’VE BECOME OUR FCC
MAKE OUR CHOICES? PLEASE?

Okay so that’s just a few of the issues at hand. Let’s talk about these wireless/digital electric meters
being put on people’s homes without their fully-informed consent. They’ve been outlawed, recalled,
and are being widely investigated! An online documentary titled Take Back Your Power can be found
here https://takebackyourpower.net/ or just “Google” the title…it’s worth your time to view. One article
shared details of interest: https://takebackyourpower.net/hundreds-of-smart-meters-simultaneouslyexplode/
The Province of Saskatchewan ordered the removal of 105,000 meters following a rash of fires.
Portland, OR, Lakeland, FL, Arizona, and Ontario followed suit. There is currently an effort by Curtis
Bennett in British Columbia to recall the entire program in Canada. His website is Thermoguy.com and
he’s an expert on these meters and declares adamantly that they are a violation of building codes and are
illegal as applied.
Another article tells that New Mexico has rejected them in ALL of their metro areas.
Michigan has a massive citizen effort to get rid of them.
The state of Virginia just rejected them state wide.
Montana has just rejected them as well.
80 of these “smart” meters ignited from a power surge in Palo Alto, CA in 2011.
Massive recalls and rejections of this technology are happening in Europe as well. Fires, explosions,
health concerns, and privacy violations are the biggest issues.
The source article cited above states other issues with the meters including that they” … emit pulsed
microwave radiation typically thousands of times stronger than a cell phone, leaving many
unsuspecting homeowners feeling ill.” [emphasis mine]
Another Source: http://emfsafetynetwork.org/smart-meters/smart-meter-health-complaints/ has 232
pages of health complaints from these wireless electric meters and now the cities are bringing in “Smart”
water and gas meters too! Are we going to ignore the 232 pages too?
Another site helped me get a visual of the amount of radiation from these meters throughout a
neighborhood, how they work, and why they are harmful. Click here or search them by name:
http://www.smartmetereducationnetwork.com/smart-meters-what-they-are-and-what-they-do.php They
explain that Smart Meters emit “…the same waves that cell phones emit, but smart meters broadcast
24/7 at a power density 100 to 160 times that of a cell phone…and smart meters generate dirty
electricity (line noise) which is as harmful to health as the wireless radiation the meters emit…Analog
meters do not require electricity to run and are more energy saving…can’t be hacked…do not
generate harmful dirty electricity, unlike most, if not all digital meters.”
NOW, there are two more apartment complexes being built that could make me even more sick due
to their proximity AND they will no doubt be outfitted with these same WIRELESS meters; 273 of them
on one complex. (Granada Ridge is the name of one pending complex but the more urgent one nearing
completion is The St. Mary @ the corner of FM 1826 and Slaughter Lane. PLEASE… I NEED TO GET
a MORATORIUM on this complex being outfitted with these wireless meters. After all we have an
‘opt-out’ law here in Texas which on some level admits there may be a problem. Now that the
evidence is SUBSTANTIAL, I believe I should have a right to not be further irradiated while the
grown-ups have a conversation. This new complex is about 200 yards from where I was stung by a
rogue current and my sister another 150 yards beyond. There’s a HUGE cell tower near this complex
too about 100 yards from Gorzycki Middle School. I’m very concerned about the people living in this

toxic soup but also about my own wellbeing! Will I too have to flee or live in a metal shed in the back
yard or a shielded room? And another haunting fact is that I used to have three ways I could leave the
subdivision. One was eliminated on June 13th, 2018 and then on March 6th, 2019 I drove through my
back way and through the Y which I can’t be in for any length of time but have been able to drive
through without realizing any immediate effects. This day, just driving through the area sent me into
fight or flight, tears, and anxiety so there goes yet another way to town that I shouldn’t take. NOW, if
they outfit these apartments and remembering my June 13th event, would you drive past these
apartments, which also have a red light and traffic that could stop me? How far do we take this charade
or is it okay as long as it’s not you?
Again, Curtis Bennett warns, “…There is 900 MHz and 2.45 GHz interacting with 8.3 Hz or .1 Hz of
the brain is crashing the human electrical grid plus much more…FortisBC’s own Electrical Engineer
Lindsey’s quote at a meter swap in Kelowna that 900 MHz of the smart grid interacting with 8.3 Hz
would create ALL kind of harmonics. The 8.3 Hz is one of the frequencies of the brain and an
admission of adverse health effects.”
This last statement provides an interesting correlation between the fact that they’ve built
THREE memory care centers within minutes of our home in the last few years. My neighbor
recently told me that they have SIX friends in their inner circle with dementia and their 56-year
old son just got diagnosed with Early Alzheimer’s. I have a picture on one of my Facebook pages
of a large billboard promoting the Children’s Alzheimer’s Foundation. See, the Earth actually
has a pulse that matches the human brain so when we clog up our atmosphere with electrosmog
we also impair brain function. It’s great for business if you want to open a six-story memory care
center and sell Rx drugs but if you want a healthy populace and healthy pollinators then perhaps
this is a horrible idea. Https://EMFWarriors.com is a site you can get lost in with a massive library of
information!
It was in a conversation with Mr. Curtis Bennett (Thermoguy.com) where I learned that our utility
provider (PEC) recently switched our meter to an analog and it was done “under full load” in violation
of professional standards and maybe more. I watched it happen but didn’t know any better. He also
pointed out that according to Texas Construction Law the only person legally able to change a meter out
is a licensed electrician. I’m betting that’s NOT what I saw done here at our home. Is this correct? Mr.
Bennett made the very valid point that at this appointment the homeowner should have their own
professional electrician to inspect and perform any maintenance as the utility company can’t legally
touch the stab connections, which belong to the homeowner and the homeowner can’t remove their
meter to inspect them. In fact, this meter had not been off the house in 13 years. I can’t help but wonder
if there’s a professional standard or if it just typically isn’t adhered to in the industry. Again, having an
electrician representing the homeowner would be a good protective measure for everyone, though costprohibitive for others, and if you look at the pictures and information behind Exhibit H of this binder
you’ll see a 13-page article from Thermoguy.com site, page 9 of 13 shows why these stab connections
should be inspected periodically!
The Biointiative Report at https://bioinitiative.org/ is the largest independent study of the biological
effects of electromagnetic radiation exposure. The summary alone is +/-1200 pages detailing all the
ways it’s destroying living things. Electronic version, click here: https://bioinitiative.org/researchsummaries/ The consensus is that the “safety standards are wholly inadequate and many crimes
are being committed.” [Emphasis Mine] The US gov’t just finished their own $25 million study, the
National Toxicology Study and found heart, brain, and adrenal tumors in the rats AFTER they allowed
something to flood the market! https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/results/areas/cellphones/index.html Along with
all the other breeches happening with the technology these days it is imperative that we put a HALT on
all of this assault and get some sanity back into the picture.

Of interest, The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals deemed that it is ILLEGAL to collect usage data
even if you never do anything with that data. To collect it constitutes “illegal search” …you have to
have a warrant. PERIOD. So, every day data is collected is a violation of the law!
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/08/win-landmark-seventh-circuit-decision-says-fourth-amendmentapplies-smart-meter
Tucker Carlson on Fox News has recently started a new series titled “Tech Tyranny” that you can
review on YouTube and his reports are revealing “nefarious” and predatory behavior by big tech, and a
callous disregard for all that is good. Also, a woman representing herself has filed a $120 Million
lawsuit (49-page brief) against her city, her electric provider, the utility commission, the president of the
utility commission, and a few more for making her home unlivable and driving her out of her life. I
believe a lot more of these suits are likely to start happening as regular people begin deconstructing her
legal brief, adjusting it for their own purposes, and filing their own suit. Someone may even coach them
into the process. There’s already a major global movement forming that’s pretty much a “Fill in the
Blanks” lawsuit. I understand another person is preparing a criminal complaint. As I watch more people
getting ill, seeking retreat in their car, a metal shed, or a radio quiet zone this uprising seems inevitable.
Keep reading and you’ll see that someone writing a check, isn’t going to fix this no matter who we get
to pay.
So, if this wireless stuff amplifies chemicals, heavy metals, and pathogens AND simultaneously
opens the blood-brain-barrier can you see how this can sabotage someone’s mind and health? People
who have a latent gene can get shoved over into full blown disease, and will! The sick will get sicker
and the healthy people will become sick. It’s inevitable in this environment.
If you watch the documentary, Take Back Your Power, you’ll see there’s a cancer cluster specific to
a certain dorm room that has claimed many young promising lives. A grieving Mom shares her horror
story, and the list of cancer deaths from one specific dorm room, and yet, more towers go up; lower,
more ominous, and more Smart Meters. Are you hearing me?
At the following link you can read a few paragraphs and watch a short video showing how wireless
electric meters cause “Nerve Disrupting Frequencies.” He states in the article “Unless they cease,
desist, and bring down the wireless ‘smart’ grid at once, ‘smart’ meter manufacturers and the utilities
that use them are going to be facing massive liability and personal injury lawsuits because, unlike the
microwave radiation that anti-“smart” meter advocates have been calling attention to for years, there
is no scientific dispute regarding the biological effects of 2 to 50 kilohertz frequencies.”
https://sagaciousnewsnetwork.com/nerve-disrupting-frequencies-radiating-from-smart-meters/
Although PEC asserts their equipment is somehow “better” than a “Smart Meter” I’ve yet to see that
statement supported and that does not mean they are inconsequential in the pool of contributors; IT’S
ALL OF THE ABOVE, so we need to make some choices. Power lines by themselves have
“consequences” that we accept to have power and we should look at any methods that can improve what
they are but when you add the “wireless” aspect of what we’re doing there’s a qualified need to retest
what you’ve deployed to see how they play together. When we have analog, mechanical only meters,
that don’t cause issues we need to be using them and eliminate this contributor to the overall radiation
load in our environment in addition to hackability, privacy invasion, and they’re being subject to fires
and explosions. I’ll put a picture in Exhibit A of a subdivision and every house burned to the ground that
had a wireless meter and the homes with an analog meter are still standing. THERE’S YOUR STUDY.
GenerationZapped.com is a documentary you need to put on your viewing list. It’s a very recent
movie you can watch for $4.99 online and free through many library apps. It has a lot of statistics that
will shock you!

Here’s a little snippet of information that might help you see where we are in this country. “The US
makes up 5% of the globe but consumes 70% of the global Rx drug supply; 80% of the opiates. In
spite of this we are in last place for life expectancy compared to seventy other economically-equal
countries according to the 2014 Social Index Report that you can see online. We all bought into the
idea that we needn’t be responsible or wise in our eating and living because we were told our
government agencies were watching out for us and that a doctor could give us a pill that would
essentially undo consequences. So, now we’re facing a time when the Baby Boomers, the largest
demographic to ever go through the system, are sicker than ever and have no idea how to get well
or stay well and this is going to create an estimated expense ten times our national debt! Oh, and
there’s no money set aside for it. This is just ONE reason to learn and apply zealously what I’m
sharing with you here. ANYTHING and EVERYTHING that can be done to improve human health
needs to be done ASAP and control what we have control over. Here’s the title/link to the article that
gives the financial forecast titled, Unfunded Liabilities: The Cost of our Aging Population Outweighs
National Debt, or if reading an electronic version, click here: https://www.commdiginews.com/politics2/unfunded-liabilities-the-cost-of-our-aging-population-outweighs-national-debt12987/#kP50zWBOlc2JHrUr.99
Have I been tested to confirm my diagnosis? Well, since there are only a few clinics throughout
the entire world that are willing to admit, much less venture to treat this condition, coupled with the
reality that these clinics require cash payments that 99% of people can’t afford, and I’ve been
unemployed for almost 3 years, the answer is no. So how do I know that I have it or how can I convince
someone else that I have it? Well I have a “Body Voltage Meter” that measures my body’s reaction to its
environment. For instance, we have granite countertops in the house, which we’ve now learned emit a
small amount of radiation in the form of radon gas. Again, I ask, why isn’t this common knowledge
AND warnings issued? Would this not fall under Public Law 90-602? Whose job is this? So, I was
testing everyone that came through the house for a while. Anyone who touched it saw their body voltage
would increase. My body typically gave a reading three times higher than anyone else. Then there was
the time my Mom, sister, and I were going to dinner. I can’t ride in a car with a cell phone on and
always step far away from any cell phone in my presence; they make me hurt and feel ill almost
immediately. So, everyone reported that their phones were OFF. We got a few minutes away from the
house and I started feeling ill and asked “Are you both certain your phones are off?” They both replied
“Yes” and immediately my Mom’s phone rang. So yes, I can feel it! And yet another time I was helping
my sister move from a storage unit and never felt anything from the tower in sight at a distance but when
a daunting depression hit me for a week and I finally made the connection I realized I was in fact being
affected, whether I felt it or not at the time of exposure. Another point is made in the Generation Zapped
movie at the end when the wife of a man who has this condition says “If you think these people are
faking it, come live with them” or something to that effect.
When working on an intense writing project such as this I’ve learned to let the document rest after I
think it’s done. That’s when supportive items seem to be brought in that are always important to the
story. You’ll find these items under Exhibit G. Items you shouldn’t close this book without laying your
eyes on to consider.
Plain and simple it seems to me that humanity is at an epic moment in their own story. We can write
a new ending but it must be done quickly. According to scientist George Takei on YouTube, we’ve lost
75% of our insects! Go search YouTube.com for “loss of insects” and you’ll see MANY credible
people stating this concern. Germany is reporting a 76% loss. Four species of bees in the US are now
extinct. Click here to read: BEES, BIRDS AND MANKIND-Destroying Nature by 'Electrosmog' or
search it by title. It’s a 47-page pdf that should give every human pause. One article titled, The Insect
Apocalypse Is Here~ What Does It Mean for the Rest of Life on Earth? On page 6 (when printed) it
points out that there have been several self-extinction events on this planet caused by asteroids or

weather phenomenon but THIS IS THE FIRST ONE CAUSED BY HUMANS!
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/27/magazine/insectapocalypse.html?fbclid=IwAR3vVRV_Fp1MIfyWc59KsHeV88JrPpv4ry6FC0orOxrZNx4cqQsEQ5Ry6M#commentsContainer

“A bag of rice will cost a month’s salary”
is a prophetic warning that seems INEVITABLE unless we RADICALLY change the path we’re taking.

I imagine it will be each state that has to pick up the costs of their citizens getting sick so perhaps the
cities should be suing Verizon, AT&T, Spectrum and more… for poisoning their citizens much like the
tobacco suits were handled. YOU/WE WERE ALL LIED TO! I don’t really care as long as WE THE
PEOPLE STOP BEING SATURATED IN WIRELESS MICROWAVE RADIATION THAT IS
KILLING EVERY LIVING THING!
Hopefully, you’re clear now that radiation kills all living things. As Curtis Bennett pointed out
these technologies have put living things IN an electrical circuit. AS THE RADIATION FROM
ALL SOURCES ACCUMULATES, WE’RE GOING TO SEE QUITE A HORROR SHOW UNFOLD
and nobody will be spared due to status of any kind. It’s an equal-opportunity killer. To know that
much of it will be VOLUNTARY rather than an environmental disaster is mind-boggling. How will
you explain this to your kids and grandkids? I can just see the fossils being discovered a few thousand
years from now. “Everyone has these devices in their hands or pockets. It’s clear these are all
microwave radios. What were they thinking?”
WHERE ARE THE ADULTS? WHERE IS MY GOVERNMENT? THIS IS AGAINST THE
PUBLIC LAW 90-602 included herein as well as a moral outrage. I’M ASKING THAT WE HONOR
AND ENFORCE THE LAWS ON THE BOOKS! I, and others, are being treated as if our lives don’t
matter but that is not what the ADA laws say at all! So, are we a country of laws or not?

WE ARE THE MODERN PARAPLEGICS ASKING FOR RAMPS!
Will we too be ignored?
One more very important link: https://olgasheean.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/NO-SAFEPLACE-Letter-to-Gregor-Robertson-240716.pdf This is one woman’s story of being forced from her
home of 27 years due to too much radiation invading her home. Her information on the myths and facts
of radiation is worth your time to print, read, and contemplate. I’ve included the entire hard copy version
of this behind Exhibit H tab as it has a tremendous amount of educational information on the issue. It
also has insight on how the ADA, Human Rights Commission, and more view this issue and drives
home the fact that this is illegal and immoral. Yet another link about a commercial airline pilot titled:
Airline pilot has nowhere to escape from wireless radiation. You can search it by title or click HERE to
read it online. There are more and more of these stories happening every day!
If you want to see how this subject is growing, go to Facebook and type in “Safe Technology, EMF,
EHS, Electrohypersensitivity, Wireless, 5G, Smart Meters, EHS Safe Housing, or Radio Quiet Zone”
and see how many pages are building warning of the dangers and those being harmed. It’s coming like
a freight train! This link has an exhaustive list of internet links related to EMF issues. I printed it and
it’s 14 pages long: Click here to see this list: http://www.electrosensitivity.co/links-1.html
Click here for the newest revelation: Wireless Industry Confesses No Studies Show 5G is Safe! And
yet, it’s being rolled out in mass with zero consideration for the health affects to humans OR the

environment. What an insane, irresponsible disregard for life. Here’s the link to search if you’re reading
a hard copy search the title above appearing on TakeBackYourPower.net’s website. Here’s the link…
https://takebackyourpower.net/senate-hearing-wireless-industry-confesses-no-studies-showing-5gsafety/?fbclid=IwAR1JtzuDOJuZzx8zDnr_41NU-GGGY57eoO7rY0N9v0KaZOM4fuDbt1v2Cc4
Click here to read an article reporting that 170 million people are drinking water with radioactive
elements and how the person in charge of this has already been accused of downgrading issues. Here’s
the url: https://www.ewg.org/research/170-million-us-drink-radioactive-tap-water-trump-nomineefaked-data-hide-cancer-risk. Perhaps this is why Obama raised the radiation reporting limits in drinking
water by 23,000 times in 2014. PROBLEM SOLVED? Click here to read that article. Here’s the url:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/obama-approves-raising-permissible-levels-of-nuclear-radiation-indrinking-water-civilian-cancer-deaths-expected-to-skyrocket/5331224.
One more documentary online that I found very informative is titled, Resonance ~ Beings of
Frequency. You can search it by title on YouTube or Click here to view it:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FttrOK1ec4Q&t=3163s
Another article that drives a point home, an article titled “Germany warns citizens to avoid using
Wi-Fi” the headline reads…FROM SEPTEMBER 9, 2007! I have a hard time believing my
government didn’t have access or opportunity to be aware of this fact! “Knew or should’ve known”
certainly seems likely. So, isn’t it reasonable to expect our government protection agencies to actually
pay attention to what other countries are saying and doing especially about a new technology roll-out?
WHO FAILED US? WHO SOLD US OUT? Search by headline or Click here to view:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_B9se5I59c&t=93s
After I finish this project, I’ll start watching the videos on YouTube someone sent me about the
increase in suicide AMONG 9 AND 10 YEAR OLDS. ☹ When I read that I remembered the Sam
Milham quote at the beginning of the letter where suicide was listed as a side effect of an unhealthy
electrical environment. Here’s another article just posted about suicide rates doubling in children
between 2007-2015. “…the researchers tracked the number of children between 5 and 18 who received a
diagnosis of suicidal ideation or suicide attempts each year…Diagnoses of either condition increased
from 580,000 in 2007 to 1.12 million in 2015, according to the study, published Monday in JAMA
Pediatrics. You can read that article here: https://www.wisn.com/article/study-number-of-childrengoing-to-er-with-suicidal-thoughts-and-attempts-has-doubled/27083607?fbclid=IwAR1EHkCXcFIIoRL3BmczbUWmgbaGTyAHa1ynMMwyrTti2CQ9rm5V0Lrg8E
I guess that about does it for now. I have more to share but until I see if there’s anyone with a pulse
out there, I’ll wait. I do believe humanity has lost its way and we certainly can’t fix anything we won’t
talk about.
This is perhaps the biggest intelligence test humanity will ever take.
The last image in Exhibit A is a map from https://Wigle.Net showing what the network coverage over
the US looks like; and they’re bragging about layering even more. We humans, and all living things, are
now in an electrical circuit and our consequences are beginning to reveal themselves.
May GOD have mercy on us. I personally see a horror show coming. ☹ Sure enough, someone just
sent me a pm on Facebook with a link to a woman’s website who killed herself on 03/12/2019 to stop
her suffering. Her neurological pain and Epstein-Barr Virus drove her to end her life. So, I ask, are you
sure this is what you want to create or should we back up and try again because even a lawsuit isn’t

going to right this level of wrong. EVERYTHING will be well past destruction before any justice on
this Earth happens. Our government is obviously not the solution and I can’t imagine a corporation
coming forth for the right reasons so it’s up to us and it’s going to take whole-hearted immediate effort
to change where we are.
After you’ve convinced yourself that this is real, here are some next steps to follow for my neighbors
reading this:
(1) Go outside and look at your electric meter. If it doesn’t have a horizontal wheel spinning and
turning the analog dials above it, logging usage, and instead has a digital read-out of numbers
then you have a wireless electric meter known to cause serious health concerns, have privacy &
hacking vulnerability, and are a fire & safety hazard. If you aren’t sure look up “analog electric
meter” in the Images on Google or on one of the many links I’ve provided herein. If you find
that you have an analog meter you need to look inside and make certain you don’t see anything
that looks like an antenna (metal post sticking up could be the size of a toothpick). If it’s a true
analog which could also be checked with a meter then I’d put a cage on it immediately so it
can’t be changed out without your permission. If you determine that you DO have a wireless
electric meter at home and/or work you need to do the following:
•

Go to Google or any other web browser and type in “Does [enter the name of your state] have
an opt-out law for Smart Meters?” You can also use the term “wireless electric meters.” If
you find out that you do you have an “Opt-Out Law” in your state then you have a RIGHT
BY LAW to have an analog “non-transmitting” meter on your home and/or office and no
utility company can prevent you from doing so legally.

•

Call your utility provider and tell them you’d like to have an analog meter installed on your
home/office and get your own electrician lined up to be there at the same time. Make sure all
the steps mentioned herein are followed. The main breaker should be turned off for several
minutes, the electrician should then inspect the health of the stab connections, THEN the new
meter can be installed. Make/put/replace a cage around this so it can’t be changed out
without your permission. Keep an eye on it and document your efforts. If you find out that
you don’t have an “Opt-Out Law” and the utility companies are forcing these meters in your
area you can do the following WHILE you seek to have it changed:
•

Go to LessEMF.com and enter in the search window “Smart Meter Shielding Kit” and/or
call or email them for help. You can also call and speak with them as there are other
layers of protection you might add. I have no idea if this kit works personally but this
company has been in business over 20 years so that says something. CHECK EVERY
MITIGATION EFFORT WITH A METER and make sure any products you purchase
have a 30-day money back guarantee and check for reviews. I am not profiting from or
guaranteeing anyone’s work or products; just pointing you in a few different directions to
get you started.

•

I highly recommend searching out an “EMF Expert” to help you confirm the electrical
health of your environment. You can search https://EMF-Experts.com to see if they have
any certified professionals in your area. I’ve met Steve and Rockie Richards here in the
Austin area who were trained by EMF Experts. You can reach them through their site at:
https://www.emfresource.com/. They were pulled into this when his wife had an

enormous number of Afib events and then he found the wireless meter that had been
installed on their home without his knowledge or receiving fully-informed consent.
There’s also Dr. Ritter mentioned earlier of https:EMFKnights.net here in Austin.
There’s another guy named Brian at https://ShieldedHealing.com but again…I have no
idea about the nature or quality of his work or anyone else’s. He has a decent website
and I believe he’s the one that does some traveling to help people. Because this is a new
field you may need to look around, seek help online through the many nerds jumping into
this, or self-educate. There is LOTS of help online and lots of books and videos. I am
NOT an expert by any means or even credentialed so it isn’t me.
•

Find a group in your area fighting to change this as they are now coming at us with
wireless gas and water meters too which have the same issues! If there isn’t a group, start
one. You can look up terms such as “Texans Against Smart Meters” or Michigan for Safe
Technology. They’re popping up all over.

(2) Go to http://www.antennasearch.com/ and see what’s around you.
(3) Go to https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/ (or https://NoATT.blog)
and choose to FOLLOW the blog as this is where we will come together with ideas, event
notifications, or efforts to turn this mess around. The FOLLOW option appears in the lower
right corner of the page. It’s still under development so please be patient. This document will be
uploaded there and available so all active links will be available for ease of further research.
(4) If you’d like to contribute to the cost of building hard-copy binders to put at the fire stations,
send to gov’t officials, politicians… Or if you’d like to contribute to my support that too would
be greatly appreciated. I’m a cheap activist as this life journey has pretty much taken
everything from me but I do still have some needs that keep me healthy in the battle. You can
do that here: https://cash.me/$kbGWGW and please specify what you’d like the funds to go
towards (binders, self-care, or both) and Thank You in Advance for those helping with $ and
we’ll likely need some volunteer help in the future.
(5) Send a comment through that blog sharing your thoughts, if they’re kind or helpful ideas.
(6) If this is a physical copy of this document, please take care of it and share it with your friends,
family, and neighbors. A single file will be posted on the blog so you can copy it and all the
exhibit contents, insert some divider tabs, and put it in a binder; it was made for this purpose. If
it sits idle for too long please contact us via the blog and someone will pick it up to be rekindled
and rerouted to inform others. Put those little circular things on the punch holes if they break.
Keep it moving! You can reach us through the contact page of the blog.
https://neighborsorganizingagainsttrespassingtechnology.blog/contact/
(7) GET INFORMED, BUY SOME METERS, MEASURE YOUR ENVIRONMENT,
COMMIT TO LEARNING MORE AND REACH OUT TO LEGISLATORS,
JOURNALISTS…, BUT MOST OF ALL, YOUR NEIGHBORS! WE THE PEOPLE
ARE THE ONLY SOLUTION.

(8) Go to Amazon.com and look up books having to do with “EMF” or “Radiation” and see what
you see. It’s upsetting to see that all this knowledge is out there and NOBODY is warning the
general public!

Final thoughts: I read a book about 20 years ago by a medical doctor no less, Dr. Richard Gerber,
titled Vibrational Medicine, teaching about the subtle energies that make up our world, how they move
through our body via our energetic meridian system, and methods to bring healing to this part of our
being. He shared a theory that the people in the “City of Atlantis” were playing with large crystals and
did something they shouldn’t have done and it imploded their city. Humans ARE capable of doing
stupid things, especially in large groups. The sooner we figure this out and make radical changes to our
direction, the better. And should it prove “too late” then we better start having different conversations
about how you tell The Creator that you severely damaged the creation and it may not be habitable for a
few thousand years? If we do turn this around, then we need to fix our political system that allowed
such an atrocity into our lives.
After telling a friend the dangers of what we’re doing Nicolas Pineault, author of The Non-Tinfoil Guide to
EMF’s describes his newly-informed friend’s likely emotional reaction as “a bizarre mix of shock, fear, disgust,
urgency and hopefully a bit of relief that you at least know now the truth about how stupid our current use of
technology is, and what you do about it…powerless…will likely get way worse in the next few years.”

Your fellow neighbor and citizen of planet Earth

Links for articles shared behind Exhibit B:
https://www.thenation.com/article/how-big-wireless-made-us-think-that-cell-phones-are-safe-aspecial-investigation/

https://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/capturedagency_alster.pdf

This link has 27 references listed that you should look into.
https://www.wakingtimes.com/2017/02/08/5g-network-pushed-public-zero-concern-safety/

Links for articles shared behind Exhibit C:
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/04/technology/fast-internet-service-speeds-businessdevelopment-in-chattanooga.html

https://5g.co.uk/guides/what-is-10gbroadband/?fbclid=IwAR1X8BO7E1HOTT6roETHT5zIfoqKU2W5uDwMidhVIkjFmaUQNqm6xE2MxjA

Links for items/articles shared behind Exhibit D:
https://www.amymyersmd.com/2017/07/what-is-an-mthfr-mutation-and-what-to-do-about-it/

http://www.weepinitiative.org/areyou.html

https://www.elettrosensibili.it/2016/01/24/electrohypersensitivity-what-you-need-to-know-aboutthe-allergy-of-the-21st-century/

https://smartmeterharm.org/2017/09/15/california-legislature-recognizes-people-withelectromagnetic-sensitivities-as-disabled/

https://www.degruyter.com/view/j/reveh.2015.30.issue-4/reveh-2015-0016/reveh-2015-0016.xml

Links for items/articles shared behind Exhibit E:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiation_Control_for_Health_and_Safety_Act_of_1968

Links for items/articles shared behind Exhibit F:
https://www.wakingtimes.com/2018/08/21/cancer-link-confirmed-in-largest-ever-cell-towerradiation-study/

https://www.collective-evolution.com/2019/02/11/watch-firefighters-report-neurological-damageafter-5g-cell-tower-installation-near-their-station/

https://healthfreedomidaho.org/our-kids-are-so-very-sick

Links for items/articles shared behind Exhibit G:
https://healthfreedomidaho.org/property-values-declining-near-cell-towers

http://thermoguy.com/wi-fi-cant-be-ruled-out-causing-mystery-illness-affecting-staff-studentsparents-at-arlington-independent-school-district-in-texas/

Surprised to see so many validations of EMF issues on PubMed! This one addresses how mobile phone
base stations near schools are affecting cognitive+ issues in students.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30526242

Links for items/articles shared behind Exhibit H:
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/08/win-landmark-seventh-circuit-decision-says-fourthamendment-applies-smart-meter

https://mdsafetech.org/problems/electro-sensitivity/electrosensitivity-history/

https://www.prlog.org/12381499-los-angeles-unified-school-district-accommodates-teacher-who-fellill-after-wireless-installation.html

http://thermoguy.com/missing-mechanisms-of-interaction-mechanisms-of-action-causation-biologicalplausibility-linking-emfs-to-adverse-health-effects-building-infrastructure-damage-crop-failureseconomic-failure/

http://thermoguy.com/wp-content/uploads/Response-to-FortisBCs-Daily-Courier-Article-AdvancesMeters-are-Safe-and-Smart.pdf

http://thermoguy.com/retired-rn-donna-bohannon-interviewed-professor-curtis-bennett-on-pilotspediatricians-and-wi-fi-inducing-electrical-currents-and-people-are-not-sensitive-to-theirelectrocution/

http://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/planetary-emergency/

https://microwavenews.com/news-center/%E2%80%9Cradiation-research%E2%80%9D-and-cultnegative-results
https://olgasheean.com/no-safe-place/

More Links Worth Looking Into:
Spend time on Arthur Firstenberg’s site: http://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/

Dr. Sharon Goldberg Testifies at Michigan's 5G Small Cell Tower Legislation Hearing October 4, 2018.
This 15 min video has several points of interest about the history of wireless and what the gov’t knows,
and is ignoring in favor of MONEY.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CK0AliMeKA&fbclid=IwAR26pmoLfqMiChcFBiIbKG8ojVypofJZbe34QOC0ijnEqNgXvU7lRq6zNuo

This link shows how property values decline near cell towers and as this information becomes more
well-known, I believe it will do even more damage to prices:
https://www.emfanalysis.com/property-values-declining-cell-towers/

This link is of interest especially if you’re a law firm: http://www.electrosensitivity.co/home2.html

Here’s a page from the above site that printed, provides 14 pages of related links:
http://www.electrosensitivity.co/links-1.html

This link has a “Living with EHS” section mentioned in the letter
http://www.weepinitiative.org/livingwithEHS.html

Physicians for Safe Technology details Electrohypersensitivity, it’s causes, prevalence, and what
countries have recognized it as a “functional impairment.”
https://mdsafetech.org/problems/electro-sensitivity/electrosensitivity-history/

http://mieuxprevenir.blogspot.com/2019/01/switzerland-electrohypersensitivity.html

This link also validates EHS as a “disability” AND linked document therein establishes “Electromagnetic
Fields” as a factor in establishing a healthy indoor environment along with suggestions for
accommodations in an office setting.
https://smartmeterharm.org/2017/09/15/california-legislature-recognizes-people-withelectromagnetic-sensitivities-as-disabled/

https://www.activistpost.com/2019/01/magnifico-italian-court-orders-campaign-to-raise-awarenessabout-cell-phone-and-cordless-phone-radiation-exposure-risks.html

https://www.globalresearch.ca/synthetic-electric-shock-from-electrification-to-5g-wifi/5667541

The following articles have 4 to 5 short videos of interest:
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/01/congressional-house-committee-investigates-fcc-for-collusionin-re-5g-small-cell-tower-legislation-which-eliminated-local-control-over-installation.html

https://www.activistpost.com/2019/01/magnifico-italian-court-orders-campaign-to-raise-awarenessabout-cell-phone-and-cordless-phone-radiation-exposure-risks.html

Exhibit A

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences statistics!

This is shared for those who think this is psychological!

This is the “wink wink” safety study on your cell phone!

And when she went to the hospital yet another human failure ensued. She is now considering
walking away from her mortgage to protect the health of her/her family!

PLENTY of science showing it can cause endocrine system issues and yet… Now the home’s value has been destroyed too.
Where does this insanity end? I have more in my files and another author reportedly has a list of 10,000 people who have
EHS! I saw in one article’s references that there’s actually a book of people with EHS stories. How far is the denial going to
go? Shall we wait until 90% of the population has this before we start talking about needed changes?

Chili’s has an iPad/tablet on EVERY TABLE. It’s a very heavy Wi-Fi
environment. I had to flee the restaurant before the waitress ever showed
up! Found this online the same day.

This map is from Wigle.net and shows the network coverage over the US;
compare it to Mexico! How dare some of us get sick! smh

Aphids on a leaf were contorting their bodies in reaction to airport radar 14 miles
away. The entire nation is now blanketed in it!

Note: Every home that survived had an analog meter. Every home that burned had a
wireless electric meter. More to discuss here but you get the message!

We NEED to get this figured out.

